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FORWORD: Protesting Amnesty International’s position of prostitution=“sex work”
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The evening prior to the opening of the Feminism in London (FiL) conference some women
attending the Conference involved themselves in planning a protest to be held in front of the
Amnesty International London office. This was a response to Amnesty International’s position
on decriminalizing prostitution which opens support for brothel owners and pimps. A small
group of women gathered, in
the afternoon, to make
protest posters and sashes as
shown in this first photo. The
other photos are of the
protest in front of Amnesty
International’s office.
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CONNECTION NOTES: THE FEMINISM IN LONDON CONFERENCE
There was much to take in during two days of connecting with maybe 1600 mainly women,
some girls and babies with their moms, and some men who attended. Linda and I will share
snippets of our experiences which were many. Because of the multitude of presentations our
experiences, for example, were different than those of Barbara Speed who wrote of her
experiences in an article in The Guardian.
For those of you who are reading and learning about the Feminism in London conference for
the first time, to repeat Barbara Speed and adding a little fem herstory, this conference
originated in 2008 when the London Feminist Network held, for the first time, a small one-day
conference, their efforts lasted three years. What happened next? Read Kate Kerrow’s article
entitled, Interview: Lisa-Marie Taylor and Julian Norman – Feminism in London.
Linda and I were not present in 2008 or the years that followed; we were proudly present this
year! Here are links to the FiL Position Statement and the packed timetable agenda. The
Mission Statement of the Conference lists the following objectives: (1) to host a worldrenowned annual conference, bringing together women from all around the globe to exchange
ideas, share experiences, and network; (2) to advance the education of the public in the subject
of gender equality by
showcasing activists,
academics, NGOs,
and their work; (3) to
promote human
rights, especially
women's rights, and
(4) to promote the
arts. Mission
achieved, I will add
with serious
determination by many!
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A

rrival. Our overnight Air Canada flight touched down at Heathrow about 9:00 a.m.,
greeted by Elizabeth Gordon, who makes her home in London, she made navigating to our
hotel stress free. Once checked in we three were on the move, having arranged a meeting with
Rada Tzaneva and Ester Major of Amnesty International to discuss their position on non-State
torture and some about Amnesty International’s position on prostitution. I say “some” because
this is not the focus of their work. We gave them two of our educational resources—Fact
Sheet: Torture in the Private Sphere and Non-State Torture Inflicted in Prostitution. Next, we

joined feminist women making placards for the Amnesty International protest and then
travelled to the Amnesty International office to meet up with other protesters. On the verge of
losing our voices we eventually retreated from the protest to see the film, Suffragette.
Finishing the day at eleven p.m., we welcomed becoming horizontal in our beds!

R

egistering. The next morning was busy as we joined many 100s registering in the lobby of
the Hilton Metropole London hotel. We would spend the next two days making
connections with wonderful feminist women who were and are genuinely concerned
about violence against women and girls including hearing about non-State torture for the first
time. We learned much about UK feminism and feminists as we listened to them share their
determined activism, noting how it related to our Canadian experiences. Patriarchy is
persistent in both of our nations and globally as we all know. We met many young women who
said feminism had changed their lives and that this conference and the realities being
presented were further altering their worldviews.
One of the first women we met and with whom we had shared many prior emails was,
Lisa-Marie Taylor, Chair of FiL

in serious conversation
Starting the day and

CONNECTIONS, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24TH
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Opening the conference was an emotional tribute
to Denise Marshall and a dedication of the
conference to Denise who lost her life to cancer.
Denise was described as a never-give-up fighter,
that women and girls matter. She was an
abolitionist in relation to violence against women,
human trafficking, prostitution, and homophobia.
She was chief executive of Eaves for Women.

FiL, 2015

K

eynote Openings. Shami Chakrabarti, Director of Liberty, and Sophie Walker of the
Women’s Equality Party shared this time.

Shami Chakrabarti said she was once called the “most dangerous woman in Britain”. As a
lawyer, Shami spoke about women’s rights being human rights and about social injustices. She
made reference to the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights which was most positive to
hear because this is the framework Linda and I refer to in reference to article 5 and non-State
torture. It is always supportive to hear women’s use of a human right framework.
Sophie Walker gave insights into being elected as the first leader of Britain’s first feminist
political party—Women’s Equality Party (WEP). Sophie mentioned that in two elections a 50-50
parliament could
be possible. As
Canadian women
at FiL, the
political
connection about
50-50 we were
waiting for was
that Justin
Trudeau, our
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his 50-50 cabinet
newly elected
Prime Minister,
would, in one political act, appoint a 50-50 Cabinet. He did so on November 4, 2015 as shared
in the above photo. This is a success. Maybe, as Sophie said, we too can have a 50-50 Canadian
parliament in two elections. Sophie mentioned the UK gap in gender pay was that men earn
576 £ compared to women’s 271 £. She also spoke of the Istanbul Convention and its focus on
domestic violence against women.

Sarson & MacDonald
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Doyin Atewologun Awofolaju, Anna Zobnina, Jessica
Machacova, Anne-Laure Humbert, Agnès Hubert and Wendi
Momen (chair, not shown, she was at the podium).
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G

lobal Policy as
Activism Panel.
Sharing a few
connections made by some
of these panelists, Anna
Zobnina spoke passionately
yet disturbingly about the
complex plight of migrant
and refugee women. She
discussed being fairly new at
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this work realizing effective solutions to the many problems are yet to be discovered.
Anne-Laure Humbert presented Gender Equality, from policy to measure. Anne-Laure gave
statistical information and definitions such
as: What is a composite indicator? With
humour, she shared EIGE’s Gender
Equality Index 2015 formula, knowing her
skill would escape many of us.

N

on-State Torture: Breaking the Silence
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This was our panel, Linda MacDonald and I, Jeanne Sarson, explained the meaning of non-State
torture (NST) and its devastating impacts, as well we presented brief insights into complex
healing processes. Elizabeth Gordon shared what being born into a non-State torture family
means, accenting her presentation with her drawings that expressed her victimization ordeals.
We all spoke that perpetrators of non-State torture commit various criminal human right
violations such as being pimps, traffickers, and exploiters of other forms of victimization. Jackie
Jones, a human rights lawyer and feminist law professor, spoke about the need for non-State
torture to be recognized as a human rights crime and the requirement for a global legally
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Linda MacDonald, Elizabeth Gordon, Jeanne Sarson, Jackie Jones and Nimko Ali

binding human rights instrument that would address all forms of violence against women and
girls, including torture by non-State actors. She encouraged young women to consider a legal
profession as a way to engage in feminist human rights legal activism. Four young women
approached Jackie to inquire about such an opportunity. Nimko Ali, also a lawyer, spoke of
female genital mutilation (FGM); she suffered FGM as an 11 year old girl. FGM is identified as a
form of gender-based non-State torture. Nimko mentioned that State actors can also be
involved, especially medical professionals.
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Our presentation included naming categories of non-State torture. We share this slide and
several others.
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Several examples, illustrated below, of the slides Linda and I shared included our framework, a
first ever global identification, of three categories of non-State torture predominately inflicted
against women and girls. Each of the three categories in the framework were discussed,
however, acid burning and widow burning were not specifically mentioned although these have
been identified by UN Special Rapporteurs as forms of non-State torture inflicted against
women and girls. The Fact Sheet: Torture in the Private Sphere was a resource available to all
at the registration counter area.

LAWS AS RELATIONAL GUIDELINES
OF WHAT WE SHOULD NOT DO TO EACH OTHER
• Electric shocking
• Beaten, burned, cut, whipped
• Immobilization tortures, tied, hung, caged
• Water tortures
• Suffocation/choking tortures
• Sexualized tortures: Rapes, gang rapes,
repetitive raping, gun, hand/object rapes
• Forced drugging
• Nutritional deprivation
• Psychological tortures: Humiliation,
degradation, dehumanization,
animalization, terrorization, horrification
• Forced nakedness
• Sleep deprivation
• Witnessing torture of others
• Powerlessness

When only State torture is
criminalized in a nation’s
Criminal Code
28/11/2015
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• Electric shocking
• Beaten, burned, cut, whipped
• Immobilization tortures, tied, hung, caged
• Water tortures
• Suffocation/choking tortures
• Sexualized tortures: Rapes, gang rapes,
repetitive raping, gun, hand/object rapes
• Forced drugging
• Nutritional deprivation
• Psychological tortures: Humiliation,
degradation, dehumanization,
animalization, terrorization, horrification
• Forced nakedness
• Sleep deprivation
• Witnessing torture of others
• Powerlessness

Legal Discrimination
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When non-State torture
is NOT criminalized in a
nation’s Criminal Code
6
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The third slide, on the next page, is of the necessity for national law on torture to include
torture perpetrated by non-State actors—private individuals and groups which from our
knowledge has been predominately male actors. The human right not to be subjected to
torture is identified in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 5; article 2 of the
Declaration states that everyone has this right not to be subjected to torture. To achieve
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This second slide which we have named the patriarchal divide exposes the patriarchal
discrimination that has prevented women and girls from having their fundamental human
rights and legal equality upheld internationally and nationally in most countries in respect to
the UN Convention Against Torture and Other Forms of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment. Like the other forms of non-State torture victimizations listed in the above
categories, at one time all were invisible as forms of patriarchal constructed violence against
women and girls. It is far past time that women and girls who suffer acts of non-State torture
have the global acknowledgment to speak their truths as Elizabeth Gordon did and was so
respected by all who attended.

human rights and legal equality for women and girls national laws must include the legal right
of women and girls to distinctly name and address non-State torture suffered in the private
sphere. A woman attending this presentation provided feedback during the Q&A segment. She
said she worked with individuals who had been so harmed but did not have a name for what
they suffered—she said that now she has. Such transformative events are most valued because
this means the silence is being broken and women and girls so tortured will be validated.

NATIONAL LAW & INJUSTICE
1. Does the law criminalize torture perpetrated by non-State actors?
2. If the law covers non-State torture is it used in a gender equal way?
3. Advocate for non-discriminatory and equality justice reform.
UN COMMISSIONS & UN WOMEN

1. 2030 call for women’s & girls’ human rights equality
2. Acknowledge NST is perpetrated in the private sphere, in domestic
relationships, in prostitution, trafficking & in pornography
3. NST violates articles 2 & 5 of the UDHR
16/11/2015

31

Prior to Nawal’s presentation Linda MacDonald and I, Jeanne Sarson, shared some minutes
explaining that we became involved in the reality of non-State torture victimization over 22
years ago when a woman being so victimized asked for our help. Since then our work has been
Sarson & MacDonald
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eature Presentation. This was a discussion chaired by Femi Otitoju who sat with Nawal
El Saadawi as she had a discourse with the audience about her meaning of feminism and
patriarchal oppression of women and girls in the Arab world.
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to expose that
non-State
torture is
inflicted against
women and girls
in the private or
domestic
sphere. To
connect this
reality with the
audience we
shared the
above slide of
the UN Universal
Declaration of
Human Rights
pinpointing article 5 which states no one shall be subjected to torture. We ended declaring that
this is a human right that belongs to all of us! Listen to our brief introduction to Non-State
Torture on You Tube produced by Artemis Evlogimenou, filmmaker.
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raft a Bill of Women’s Rights Participatory Workshop. Dr. Sorcha MacLeod
convened this discussion. Women broke up into small groups, with pens and sticky notes
ideas were jotted down and then stuck on the wall under organized themes. Sexuality, birthing,
abortion, educational and job opportunities, equal pay rights, and thematic issues relating to
violence against women reappeared in efforts to improve on the Seven Demands of the
Women’s Liberation Movement of the 1970s. I, Jeanne, attended this workshop; my
contribution was to have non-State torture stuck on the wall to acknowledge that UK women
and girls suffer non-State torture in the domestic or private sphere and that it is an emerging
reality. Sorcha, when reading and or re-sorting the sticky notes under themes, she read the one
on non-State torture as State torture. To me this illustrated how conditioned people are to
thinking only of State torture and never of non-State torture. To make the connection that the
sticky note read non-State torture I gave Sorcha Linda and my, Fact Sheet: Torture in the Private
Sphere. The outcome of this workshop is to submit a draft proposal for a Bill of Women’s
Rights to the British Parliament. It is most important that non-State torture be included to
promote the human rights of all UK women and girls, particularly mindful of the human right of
the women at FiL who spoke of their non-State torture victimization and who do not have the
specific legal right to seek justice for the non-State torture suffered because British law does
not distinctly name and address non-State torture crime.
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D

A

rt Promotion. Many wonderful and
creative submissions lined a hall wall or
sat resting on little tables for all of us to
ponder with seriousness and or to smile in joy.
Here is a photo of Elizabeth Gordon’s smile at
seeing her contribution; she calls this “art
activism”. It is her artistic expression of article
5 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which states ‘no one shall be subjected
to torture’. Elizabeth’s art activism
acknowledges claiming her human right to
break her silence and speak passionately and
freely about her non-State torture
victimization and survival.

Elizabeth Gordon

Art displays can also bring surprises such as when
Linda and I walked up to this multi-portrait
hanging. It was of Canadian Indigenous women,
some of whom we know.
Artists’ written comments, which can be seen in
both of these photos, accompanied art displays.
These statements offered educational moments.

C
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Charlotte Barnes, photographer, was busy taking
photos of all—women of many ages, girls, babies, men,
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amera Women Recording. Evidence of many
women’s FiL work was captured for feminist
herstory. Artemis Evlogimenou, filmmaker, was
one of the women doing this work; she said “being in a
conference like this blew my mind”.
Artemis Evlogimenou

www.nonstatetorture.org
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boys—who stood in front of her camera.
arty Time, Night Time. Comedy, poetry readings,
storytelling, music, dancing, and celebration went on
late into the night.

P

Linda MacDonald posting pictures with
Rebecca Mott enjoying the evening

CONNECTIONS, SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25TH
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pening. Bianca Jagger, founder, president, and chief executive of The Bianca Jaggar
Human Rights Foundation, spoke about the pandemic of global violence against women
and girls, giving many global human rights research findings. When
introduced, it was stated Bianca had a connection with Amnesty
International USA. Since Bianca did not mention torture by non-State
actors nor the Amnesty International policy of prostitution being “sex
work” I took the opportunity to briefly speak with her; she was given
Linda and my pamphlet, Non-State Torture Inflicted in Prostitution, to
inform her that non-State torture is a human rights crime perpetrated
against women and girls including against women prostituted. I was
later told non-State torture as a form of violence against women and
girls was new information for Bianca. I did not have an opportunity to
ask her about Amnesty International’s position on prostitution and I do
not know if this new information on non-State torture will influence her activism regarding the
prevention of violence against women and girls. Linda and I have not heard from her.
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O

Max Dashu

F

eature Presentation. Max Dashu’s slide presentation was titled, Women’s Power,
Women’s Oppression, Women’s History. Max shared many cross-cultural ancient and
newer images of female carvings, statues, of female decorations on everyday items or, for
example, female images painted on rock walls, and how these depicted women’s presence of
power and or oppression across the centuries.

F
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Dr. Emily Grossman presented how she
had become another victim of cyber
violence after she tweeted the Tim Hunt
story. She explained her overwhelming
sense of emotional distress, sharing
PowerPoint slides of the threatening

Connie St Louis
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reedom of Expression Online Misogyny Panel.
Connie St Louis shared the ongoing cyber violent
threats she has endured since being the first person
to tweet the sexist remarks made by Tim Hunt. Connie
explained how her internet connections are being
monitored by others in the university where she works.
She said this reduces the traumatizing impacts of the
harmful harassments and emotional
abuse she continues to suffer since June
2015 when she published Nobel Prize
Winner Tim Hunt’s sexists remarks about
women and girls in science.

Emily Grossman
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misogynistic emails and twitter messages she received. Emily thematically portrayed these
under headings of: women are pathetic/weak for showing emotions or lacking in confidence;
women (with feelings) need to change – to be more like men; complaining about it is pathetic
and saying that teaching, and communication (feminine) professions are inferior to “real”
science. Emily is a scientist, a teacher, and a communicator. In June, Emily appeared on Sky
News debating, in general, social misogynistic attitudes about girls and women in science and
with references to the Tim Hunt story.
Chaired by Alison Boydell, co-founder of End Online
Misogyny (EQM) with Catalina Hernandez, spoke of
helping women, including Emily, fight back. As a strong
feminist she quoted Andrea Dworkin, from Right Wing
Women: “Feminism is hated because women are hated.
Anti-feminism is a direct expression of misogyny; it is
the political defense of women hating. This is because
feminism is the liberation movement of women”. Alison
Alison Boydell
expressed her concerns about “the sheer volume of
cyber VAWG [and the] severe social and economic
implications for women and girls … [and that] Cyber VAWG can also have an adverse impact on
the exercise of and advocacy for free speech and other human rights”. Alison spoke of the
need to support and organize as the perpetrators are very organized.

T

he Abolitionist Movement
– Providing Women with
the Human Right to Live
Free from Prostitution Panel.
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Gemma Steel, artist, volunteered
to create advertising posters for
some of the feminist discussions.
Gemma produced this one
highlighting the sexualized
violence of rape suffered by
women prostituted.
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Rachel Moran, Rebecca Beegan, Rebecca Mott, and Megan Walker

Megan Walker opened the panel speaking about the violence—abuse and torture—of women
who utilize the services of the London Abused Women’s Center, London, Ontario, Canada. She
addressed the oppression and violence perpetrated against women and girls that will be
supported by Amnesty International’s position of promoting prostitution as “sex work”.
Rebecca Mott spoke of the abuse and torture she
survived as a young teenager and woman
prostituted. Rebecca captured the hatred,
commodification, and objectification—the genocide
of male demand, suppliers, and profiteers—she and
other women have suffered in her most telling
statement: “Nothing is done to nothing”; meaning
given that she was considered ‘a nothing’ then
nothing can be done to ‘a nothing’. Rebecca was
given a standing ovation for sharing her survival
testimony.

Sarson & MacDonald
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Rebecca Mott
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Rebecca’s personal presentation is entitled and
linked here: “I survived prostitution by killing my
emotions, painted on the happy hooker smile, learned
to fake orgasms.”

FiL, 2015

Rebecca Beegan gave a background to her presentation as identified in the following photo.
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Ava’s words: Crossing over....soon after I started in prostitution – they kinda crossed over.
Because there’s a blurring. . . . This was definitely a turning point ....until I’m saying it now, I
didn’t really realise that. I think, I’d learned that I could tolerate a lot of pain and a lot of shit
and still live a normal life....I think my body and my mind had started separating so that I kind of
– I don’t know, you just become kind of numb or something...it doesn’t matter [it’s] just my body
– that kind of thing. . . . [Dissociation connections]. . . . crawl out of [my] skin. . . . panics and
freak(s) out constantly [about] having a jaw or having skin or having a head, ya know I freak out
constantly about having a body in general. I can’t believe that I have a body sometimes. I just
like to be a floating head and if I could just be a head that would be fine, or brain.

17

Rebecca shared excerpts of the testimony of ‘Ava’ who was 21 when she started to ‘escort’
until she was almost 25 years of age; her escorting was exclusively indoors with no involvement
of a third party or pimp:

Rebecca said, leaving was difficult for Ava as she wanted to go back and for some years after
had major issues with wanting to. Ava said, “I call it the pullback – wanting to be involved
again.”
Ava described her daily dilemmas as: Terrified, in turmoil, constantly thinking, what to do, what
to do, all the time; Soon after lots of therapy I‘m starting to figure out my role and sorting out
all those little mini-roles I take with different people; trying to be more of a whole person, slowly
integrating all the different parts of myself, bringing all the different parts of myself back
together again; I am dog owner first and foremost and a writer. And I want to be known as
“Ava”.
Rachel Moran restated that Amnesty International’s position of prostitution as “sex work” is
wrong. Answering a question from the audience who read an email she had received from an
Amnesty International employee, Rachel offered one of her books to be sent to the misguided
employee.

C
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ampaigning for Change Panel. Hosted by Karen Ingala-Smith of Counting Dead Women,
Annie Sugier Jeux Olympiques Rio 2016/Rio 2016 Olympics, Gemma Aitchison from YES
Matters, Tessa Trabue from Let Toys be Toys and Becky Warnock.

Sarson & MacDonald
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Karen Ingala-Smith of Counting Dead Women respectfully presented the women who were
murdered to all of us attending so the women did not remain faceless and invisible.
FEMICIDE

Sarson & MacDonald
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Annie Sugier circulated
this Français/English
booklet, Jeux Olympiques
Rio 2016/Rio 2016
Olympics. It is
interesting to read.
Annie’s slides showed,
for example, the
commercial sexism of
uncovering women’s bodies who are in sports.

19

In naming
the
femicide
census
profiles
Karen did
as quoted
in a
statement
she
shared of
Mary Daly
(19282010):
“Naming
the agent
is required for an adequate analysis of atrocities”. This resonated strongly with me because
Linda and I have persisted on naming non-State torture as the distinct human right crime it is.
As well, we persist naming the agents who are non-State torturers who will continue to enjoy
impunity unless they are named as the agents who have committed non-State torture. In our
early years speaking of non-State torture we were often asked to change this term—we refused
because torture is torture and must not be minimized or invisibilized by misnaming language.

FiL, 2015

Gemma Aitchison, founder of YES Matters, draws attention
to the damaging effects of stereotyping of women and girls,
sexualized objectification, the lack of knowledge about
consent, and raises awareness to stop victim-blaming.
Gemma and other volunteers have an educational focus and
developed a programme for secondary schools. Gemma
spoke emotionally of her loss of her sister who was
murdered and referred to as an “it”. Gemma said this
motivated her, as a feminist, to work for change in society
and its highly sexualized culture.

Gemma Aitchison

Tessa Trabue presented Let Toys be
Toys, which is a campaign asking toy
and publishing industries to stop
segregating their products as, for
example, ‘girls toys’ and ‘boys toys’.
They have developed school resources
and a “Toymark” award they present to
stores that dismantle the genderization
of toys. Fourteen major retailers have
removed such signage, nine publishers
stopped genderizing book titles, and 40
UK stores have been given awards for
their participation.
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Becky Warnock

Page

Becky Warnock began this
campaign petition, Celebrate
Suffragettes not Serial Killers.
This response occurred as a
follow-up to the unveiling of a
museum in London’s East End
that was supposed to
celebrate women’s and
suffragettes influence on
shaping society; instead when
unveiled it was Jack the Ripper
museum, glorifying the horrific
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violence this man perpetrated against women. Becky’s anger was transformed into a protest;
she was and continues to be joined by others.
The feminism of the women in this panel shared their hard work to improve the lives of women
and girls—of all children—to push against patriarchal societal constructs that promote
inequalities. Without funding, unpaid, and with other volunteers, these women’s efforts are
making a difference.

M

oving on with Connections. Dorothea Smartt read some of
her older and newer poems to all gathered in the room.

Dorothea Smartt

Frances Scott

Frances Scott, founder of the 50:50 Parliament
campaign and with an online petition asking
for solutions read her statement on a 50:50
Parliament.

E

mma Humphreys Memorial Prize (ehmp). This is an annual prize awarded to an
individual woman who has, through writing or campaigning, raised awareness of violence
against women and children; an equal award is given to a woman`s group or organization
“to recognize the unsung work done by many”.

Sarson & MacDonald
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This charity is run by volunteers committed to eliminate
violence against women and children. It is named in
memory of Emma who was a child that witnessed
violent domestic assaults perpetrated by her stepfather
against her mother. At 16 Emma was homeless and
became a teenager in prostitution. Offered shelter by a
punter who was violent, Emma, in 1985, terrified he
was going to rape her, stabbed him. He died. In shock,
Emma, age 17, was unable to explain why she had
stabbed him. Convicted of murder Emma received an
FiL, 2015

“indefinite sentence” which was overturned in 1995 following two years of campaigning by
Justice for Women. In 1998, Emma tragically died of an accidental overdose. The Emma
Humphreys Memorial Prize was created. This year the judges gave two individual awards to the
following women:

Cath Elliot
Gabriella Gillespie authored A Father's Betrayal.
Gabriella grew up in Wales and tells what happened
to her following the release of her Yemeni father from jail for the killing of Gabriella’s British
mother when Gabriella was six. Read a review of Gabriella’s journey by Ruth Styles in
MailOnline, 23 July, 2014. Cath Elliot, a trade unionist and journalist whose writing focuses on
male violence against women, was the dual
recipient of the individual Emma Humphreys
Memorial Prize.
Gabriella Gillespie

Million Women Rise, a small collective of
women who organise Europe's biggest march
to end male violence against women,
received the group award.
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Lisa Alabaksh

A special award was given in memory of Denise
Marshall, the former CEO of Eaves and
extraordinary feminist, who died on the 21st of
August this year. The award was accepted on
her behalf by her partner Lisa Alabaksh.
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Million Women Rise
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C

losing. Finn MacKay rounded up the FiL conference
highlighting realities of oppression and violence that are
everyday experiences and life-threatening ordeals for
women and girls. Finn’s talk was also of hope given the success
of the energies filtering in and through the Feminism in London
conference.
Finn MacKay
Kate Smurthwaite was the WC—the Woman of Ceremonies,
not the Master of Ceremonies—so hope Kate does not mind a
bit of rejection of the patriarchal language! The pace of the
conference kept Kate intently engaged, sometimes expressing
her humour, at other times busy keeping up with the relational
pace.
Kate Smurthwaite

And to all who worked on and off stage a most appreciative
thank you!

CONNECTION NOTES: FEMINISM IN LONDON CONFERENCE ENDS

W

hat memories!
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Gemma Steel, artist,
designed this poster image to
advertise our workshop on nonState torture. Linda and I spoke
with Gemma and Janie Davies,
British financial journalist and
women’s rights volunteer, about
how life-altering it was for them
to do the research for this
poster. Sharing their stories of
their emotional struggle and
compassion with Linda and I will
forever be another deep and
honoured memory.
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Capturing an unknown young woman reading Linda and
my pamphlet, Non-State Torture Inflicted in Prostitution,
was rewarding because it represents the potential that
she may be learning about non-State torture in
prostitution. So rewarding that Linda and I both tried to
capture this memory with a photo.
Linda and I had time for personal connections with women
we had only previously connected with by Skype, through
Unknown Reader
Facebook, or by telephone and emails. FiL provided the
opportunity to re-connect with Jackie Jones and Elizabeth
Gordon who we last saw in person either in March and or May this year at the UN Commission
on the Status of Women, New York City, or at the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice, Vienna, Austria.
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We had many email connections prior to FiL with Janie Davies, British financial journalist and
women’s rights volunteer. She worked on the media promotions about non-State torture.
Janie shared how the research on non-State torture ‘forced’ insights into everyday relational
brutalities that occur in the domestic sphere that were previously unknown to her. Not
surprising as patriarchy has discounted that non-State torture occurs, misnaming and
addressing it as an assault, whitewashing the suffering endured by women and girls of all ages.
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Saying good-bye are Elizabeth Gordon, Gemma Steel, Magda Oljejor, Janie Davies,
Samantha Rea, me Jeanne Sarson, and Linda MacDonald

FiL, 2015

Linda and I are most respecting of the kindness Janie extended to us and to all women and girls
who have survived non-State torture by mentioning and validating our work in her Blog articles,
London Amnesty Action protest attracts 200 and We Must Face Non-State Torture to Stop It,
published in The Huffington Post.

Postscript: Further information of the many other presentations we did not see or were unable
to attend can be reviewed through http://www.feminisminlondon.co.uk/timetable/
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Photos included in this report were taken by Linda or me or by offers from others to take
collective photos such as the one above—to them we say thank you.
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